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Introduction 
MESSAGES FROM SPIRIT IN SYMBOL  
AND ARCHETYPE

This module is based on diving deep while remembering to have fun! The
videos will be short and sweet and you will be encouraged to go out and play
with the content just like when you were a kid on a field trip! Only instead
of making a scrapbook full of autumn leaves, this one is an experience
of mystical magical wild and amazing experiments to show you how the
Conscious Universe speaks through signs and symbols and in a myriad  
of forms!

Welcome to Module Five
MESSAGES FROM SPIRIT IN SYMBOL

AND ARCHETYPE

Did you know you can read messages from Spirit in
someone’s gravy and mashed potatoes? In Module
5, you’ll explore new fun and experiential exercises
like the ancient technique of tasseomancy (reading
tea leaves) – which can also be used to read dinner
plates! You’ll also deepen your understanding of
symbols and images, animal guides, and more.

Understanding the True Nature 
of Cledons

Dinner Plate Reading

Psycho Dynamics

Archetypal Human Experience

Spirit Animals

Revealing the Story for Others
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Topic 1:
WHAT’S A CLEDON AND WHY DO WE NEED TO 
UNDERSTAND THEM? 
(Video Two)
The word “cledon” (pronounced “”clay-don” or “klee-don”) is a word
common for 1400 years in the ancient classical civilization of Greece. It
describes a phenomenon of an innocent oracle, or one delivered through a
source that is not conscious of the intimacy created. People would pray to the
God Apollo and wander around afterward expecting to hear or see a sign that
would answer their question. Traditionally this was an auditory sign as the
town centers were noisy and when a sentence uttered by a stranger seemed to
rise over the rest – it would be your answer. In this ancient civilization people
had these experiences all the time and considered this part of their culture of
their spiritual relationships to the gods- Apollo being the one in charge of this
type of oracular guidance.

IN our modern culture we would overhear conversations at the mall, over the
radio and through songs that we would notice as specially significant as all
oracles are delivered through synchronicity.

For example :- You are driving in your car and Jesus Take the Wheel comes
on the radio twice on 2 different stations and a fatal car crash is avoided. (see
Chapter 7 in my book Messages from Spirit – The Extraordinary Power of
Oracles Omens and Signs- or watch video one). The singer of the song had
no idea that when it would play in your car at that moment to stimulate an
avoidance reaction, at the exact moment and over that particular radio.
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Yet it was an intimacy that was life-changing!

Another way a cledon is delivered is when you attend a spiritual workshop,
listen to a call in radio show or be online when you’re part of a group who
share the same intention to be there to receive or witness a medium give
readings to the audience. Many people hear the reading given to someone
else and their spidey senses say “Wait a minute that is about me too!” The
medium has no idea that she is delivering a message to another person as
well. It will however be true because your body will signal the significance.

It’s the antenna like quality of the pineal gland, known as the third eye
(although Dr Joe Dispenza refers to it as the “first eye”- as I refer to intuition
as the “first sense”) that sends the electricity through your body to notify you
to pay attention.

We are actually hardwired to tune into information from outside the confines
of the third dimension of form, and when we are in the Observer mode we
release attachment to the outcome yet still assume that at some point we will
hear or see our sign.
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Exercise:
In your journal write down any time you overhead something that you felt
was a sign for you personally where the other person had no idea they were
impacting you.

Do you have songs that have spoken to you at times in your life that you felt
were so significant because they came just at the right time to speak to you?

This week ask for an auditory sign to help you about a specific subject. It 
can be anything. How does your body tune in? Is it subtle? Is it extreme? 
Describe it. Don’t put any effort into this once you have asked for it, just 
allow for anything to answer from these possible sources:

 Kids playing

 TV

 Radio

 Music

 Restaurant noise (mall etc. any public place/ bus/ subway etc)

Written words, license plates, billboards, trucks, cars, signs on buildings etc.
Share your findings in your groups and in the classroom.

O
N

E
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Topic 2:
DINNER PLATE READING AND DELIVERING A 
MESSAGE FOR OTHERS 
(Video Three)
You will need very specific tools for this exercise and topic.
It is based on the ancient art of tasseomancy, which is reading tea leaves, or
Turkish coffee grinds.
I call this the “large print version” of this tradition.

This is so much fun if you’re willing to let go of your bias that you “ don’t
know how” and jump in anyway. Do it with a friend, in person or with your
group, taking turns to share what you see and discuss the meaning.

If you do it with your group you will need to take a good photograph of your
plate or bowl, (in person is obvious.)
You can do this two different ways: 

First set your intention that what will be revealed will be obvious and
significant and only for the highest good

 1.  Soup reading !
 You will need a bowl of squash or pea soup, any thick soup that will leave
 a residue. Once you have finished and there is not much liquid on the
 bottom turn it upside down on a clean plate and turn it clockwise 3 times.
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 2.  Dinner plate reading!
 This meal must include some type of thick gravy and some mashed
 vegetables. The idea is to have eaten your soup or meal and what is left
 behind will leave a pattern.

It will take 15 minutes to dry. If you choose a dinner plate you will finish
your meal and leave it to dry.

Now comes the fun stuff.
Find any image that looks like something – an animal, object, etc. write them
down as you see them in clockwise order and tell the story in motion. Make
sure the person whose plate you are reading participates in the conversation.

Make sure you have your computer handy to look up the symbolic meaning
of the objects.

Your intuition will open your “ first eye” and you will begin to see things that
to someone else may not exist but to you will- then you can show the other
person where you see the object so they can too.

In your journal describe the experience, how it felt, if you went from the
intellect and fear into allowing and using your peripheral vision.. do not
judge anything that happened. This is an information gathering exercise.
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Topic 3:
PSYCHODYNAMICS IN RELATION TO ORACLES 
(Video Four)
The basic assumption in the theory of psychodynamics is that our behavior
and feelings are powerfully affected by motives that we’re not aware of and
that reside in the subconscious.

The subconscious mind comprises mental processes that are inaccessible
to consciousness in the moment they occur but that influence judgments,
feelings, or behavior, which then influence our experience of reality and our
ability to move beyond our limitations.

According to Jung and Freud, the subconscious mind is the primary source
of human behavior. Like an iceberg, the most important part of the mind is
the part you cannot see.

Our feelings, motives and decisions are actually powerfully influenced by our
past experiences, and stored in the subconscious.

Working with oracles, beginning from the standpoint of the Observer self
we have a clear vision of how we’re influenced by the patterns that began in
childhood and still may be active today that will either support our becoming
or sabotage it.

Rather than talking through it, which often just serves to anchor the story of
the past, we can enter the world of symbolism to language our experience in

an intimate and creative way. One way we can do this is by- passing the details 
and presenting our story in motion through art.

This exercise requires you to find an artistic medium to identify yourself
through and present it to your group or in the classroom when you are ready
to reveal yourself.
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There are three components to this you will be presenting :

 A significant event in the past that impacted you.

 Your current vision of your story in motion since you’ve been in 
 Oracle School

 A Vision of your Future

Choose as many cards as you feel called to choose to help you tell your story in 
motion and accompany your cards with any of the following creative

expressions, and complete one to share for this week, all 3 by a week after the
next module is delivered:

 Visual art of any kind (yours preferably but can be something from
 someone else that inspired you)

 Drawings

 Photos

 Music

 Dance

 Poetry

 Video

Explain why you chose the form you chose and the symbolism.
Can you see how this choice becomes an oracle symbolizing a rite of passage,
or an archetypal human experience?

In your journal consider -How could your creation become an oracle for
someone else? If you were to see this symbolic representation of an aspect of
your story in motion as an independent oracle what would you call it?

These all need to be loaded up on the main page by end of November for a
very special December exercise with the image and the name that came to
you for the oracle. Plus a brief archetypal description of what it means.
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Topic 4:
SPIRIT ANIMALS 
(meditation)
We’ll be exploring this topic experientially in this module through one exercise.

The meditation is created to shift you out of self- consciousness and into
another dimension of consciousness through opening up to the spiritual
aspects of the animal kingdom.

This ancient technique of connecting to the symbolic qualities of animals
have existed long before civilization began through agriculture when
humanity went from seeing the earth and non human sentient beings as
“all our relations” to dominating and controlling both animal and plant
kingdoms through agriculture and animal husbandry.

We have essentially lost an important part of our conversation with Spirit
by adapting the view that the animal, (including ground, air, and water
creatures) and insect kingdoms are lesser creatures and the plants, rocks,
trees and planet herself are “ inanimate”.

Here we offer up an open source invitation to allow our conversation with
Spirit to include all of these living beings to arise up from our connection
to Spirit through a process called “ active imagination”. You already do this 
when you do the Get on Your Bird meditation and when you studied the
Invision Process®.

So let’s get into the meditation. Have your council ready and follow  
the instructions.

Go through the meditation allowing your imagination to open to see
something or nothing at all. If you’re not visual you might know something
or have a sense it could be something. Go with that.

You are going to open up each of 7 energy centers, and choose one card from
whatever decks (one or many) that you feel called to work with.
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When you focus on each energy center, you will call upon an animal that
has chosen to empower you through the subject represented by the energy
center, offering you a type of energy to use for the highest good. Your cards
will also tell you what you need to know to ensure the energy center is clear
and aligned with well being.

Have your computer handy to look up meanings of animals, or any other
thing that stood out- plants, type of water source, trees etc.

You will have a complex and powerful new story to tell.

Share with your group, have the others choose one card for the next right
action to execute what is being advised in the story in motion.

Here are the seven energy centers:

 1. Red- survival, family legacy, relationship to money

 2. Orange- intimacy, sexuality, relationship to partnership

 3. Yellow- intellect, self worth , relationship to power

 4. Green- love, healing, relationship to compassion

 5. Blue- communication, self expression, relationship to authenticity

 6. Purple- intuition, dreams, awareness, relationship to consciousness

 7. White – spiritual expression, co-creation, relationship to connectivity
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Meditation:
SPIRIT ANIMALS MEDITATION

Close your eyes and breathe deeply – sitting up in a chair feet flat on the
ground and comfortable distance apart.

Straighten your back by imagining how you would sit if you had a 50 pound
block of love placed on top of your head by an angel. Adjust your  
body accordingly.

Now absorb the energy into your body sensing what it would feel like to
engage every cell of your body with the energy of love.

Wonderful!
Allow your body to dissolve its boundaries temporarily and be with your
sense of observation. The one who witnesses inside you. Let that be the  
only sense.

Now.. you are walking along a white sandy beach, and enchanted ocean is to
your left, and you can see the outline of crystal mountains in the distance.
An ancient forest is to your right.

Further down the beach you see a being of Light. The most beautiful being
you have ever seen. Perhaps its an angel or another celestial being.

They are waving at you to follow them.

Down a path into the forest.

The trees bow down to greet you and come together in a lush green canopy
above you with the brightest sunlight peeking through the leaves and
branches.

F
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There is a clearing up ahead,

A water source, ( what kind do you see)

A place to sit ( what do you see)

Flora and Fauna.. do any trees stand out? Flowers?

What do you see?

Now
On the edge of the water you will find 7 jewels ..

 First is red ruby- is there an animal that comes to greet you? 
 From the earth or sky or water?

 Orange Topaz is next

 Yellow Citrine

 Green Emerald

 Sapphire

 Amethyst

 Diamonds

What did you see? Write them down.

Now choose cards face down representing each of the seven.

Then turn them over beginning with the red one. Tell the story as best you
can including the symbolism of the animal.

You can percolate on the symbols for a day or so before writing. The
importance is to write what you see first. Leave it a day if you need to then
journal on each one separately.

Then see how the entire process represents you.

Discuss with your group and see what other insights come up from the
others’ perspectives.
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